
Covid-19 Precautions for Employees 

In light of the COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting unprecedented situation, the health 
and safety of our employees, their families, our suppliers, vendors and the larger 
ecosystem is of paramount importance for us. Thus we are taking the following measures 
with immediate effect to curb the spread of the virus inside our facilities. 

Our Strategy to curb the spread of Covid-19 within the organization 

 We are screening each employee/visitor at the security gate with a temperature 
gun. 

 We have made a mandate for each employee to use a mask while at the facility or 
otherwise. 

 We have made it a mandate to strictly adhere to social distancing norms of 
minimum 1 meter for every employee.   

 We are encouraging our staff to wash hands regularly with soap and be hygienic.   
 We are providing soap/hand-wash facilities, hand sanitizers etc. at multiple 

locations at all our plants. 
 We are disinfecting buses/ forklifts/ material movement trolleys and other 

common use facilities on a regular basis. 
 We have deployed 5S practices across all our facilities and keeping the premises 

absolutely clean- especially common spaces, visitor rooms etc.  
 We are strictly avoiding public spitting, unguarded sneezing etc. 
 We are identifying employees with sickness history and if need be, putting them in 

quarantine.   
 We have initiated inspection by trained personnel for identifying employees with 

symptoms and have created special attention rooms with all healthy isolation 
practices at all our facilities. 

 We are conducting special health checkup for all employees post normalcy. 
 We are not allowing any new vehicle without valid permission inside the premises 

of our facility.  
 We have restricted permission to any parcel /courier service to enter our premises. 
 We have temporarily discontinued Bio-metric (Finger touch) swiping for attendance 

and using a manual register instead. 
 For visual understanding, we are displaying posters in English and all local 

languages about precautions to be taken across all facilities, making audio/video 
films for awareness and also organizing regular short skits at the shop floors to 
sensitize employees towards the benefits of cleanliness and hygiene. 

 If there is a visitor, we are seeking a declaration from them about the current 
status and recent travel.   

 We have asked our employees to avoid mass meetings, gatherings within our 
premises & outside. Use of telephones and video conferencing tools are being 
encouraged.  



 We are encouraging our employees to use separate water bottles and avoid 
common usage.   

 We have made special arrangements so as the utensils used in the mess/pantry can 
go through hot air post washing.   
 


